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Ansfelden 16th Februray 2016 

 

TAB Austria expands gaming platform - 
Gamble4Four and Lucky Wheels unveiled at 
ICE Totally Gaming 2016 
 

TAB Austria officially launched two new gambling products at this year´s ICE, which 

was from the 2nd – 4th February in London at ExCel. The leading provider had a very 

busy 2015 creating these brand new next-generation terminals. Clients were able to 

see the latest technology moving forward and how it makes players experience even 

more seamless and fun.  

 

The new interactive game table Gamble4Four combines traditional Roulette in a full-

sized multiplayer surface. It delivers all the benefits to increase profitability for 

operators and keep the core essence of gaming. The table can be equipped with bill 

acceptors and ticket printers or other pay out options. Lucky Wheels is an impressive 

new casino terminal with reliable hardware and innovative software. The cabinet is 

very ergonomically designed and provide a very special control panel for left and 

right hand players. Crystal clear graphics, smooth animation and advanced lighting 

underlines the stunning appearance. In addition, the new platform supports an entire 

suit of premium games and play mechanics that are tailored to the cabinet and can 

be adapt easily to individual regulations.  

 

Our latest Roulette table Gamble4Four is seeing flexibility that operators only dream 

about. The terminal is very easy to move and the system is fully automated and no 

more dealer is required on the gaming floor, explained Siegfried Dattl jun. CEO of 
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TAB Austria. The new Lucky Wheels is the upgrade of our very successful Casino 

terminal. The Golden Island gaming platform performs very strong in many emerging 

markets, such as Africa, he continued. Our reliable and very unbreakable cabinets 

are renowned worldwide and our games convince operators around the globe.  

 

In addition to their new developments, TAB Austria highlighted its whole gaming 

range that meets all the demands of today´s gaming including a huge selection of 

games with bonus features and jackpot values. 

 

 

 

Here you find some relevant images:  

http://www.championsnet.net/fedoc_dokumente/Marketing_Sales/press/2016_02_12

_ICE2016_LuckyWheels.zip 
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About TAB-Austria: 
 
As one of the world’s leading suppliers of betting, gaming and jukebox products, TAB-Austria is 

dedicated to the researching and development of pioneering products for the entertainment industry. 

The company, based in Ansfelden near Linz in Upper Austria was founded in 1962 in Traun. TAB-

Austria now has an export rate of over 99.0% and works with distributors in more than 50 countries 

around the world. 
 

 

If you have any questions please contact 
 

Dietmar Straubinger 

Marketing Director 

  

TAB-Austria Industrie- und Unterhaltungselektronik GmbH & CoKG 

A-4052 Ansfelden, Haider Straße 40 

Phone.: +43 7229 78040 

Fax: +43 7229 78666 

E-Mail: marketing@tab.at 

Website: www.tab.at 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/tabaustria 
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